A measure for the description of the chirality of triangles is introduced. The measure χ is zero for triangles with at least one mirror axe, i.e. equilateral or When we analyze the symmetry of triangles we find equilateral triangles with a = b = c, which have C 3v symmetry, i. e. three fold rotational symmetry and 3 mirror axes. The isosceles triangles have two sides with equal length, and C 1v symmetry, i.e. one fold rotational symmetry and 1 mirror axe. All other triangles, where a = b = c = a are scalane and have no mirror symmetry. Since the concept of chirality and mirror symmetry may also be applied to two dimensional objects, scalane triangles are considered to be chiral. In two dimensions, the role of a mirror plane in three dimensional objects is taken by a mirror axis.
A triangle is a polygon with three vertices A, B, C connected by three sides (line segments) a, b, c. Figure 1 shows the definition of the symbols [1] . Note that A, B, C are labeled in a counter clock wise fashion, if we look from the top. It is a two dimensional object since 3 points define a two dimensional plane. When we analyze the symmetry of triangles we find equilateral triangles with a = b = c, which have C 3v symmetry, i. e. three fold rotational symmetry and 3 mirror axes. The isosceles triangles have two sides with equal length, and C 1v symmetry, i.e. one fold rotational symmetry and 1 mirror axe. All other triangles, where a = b = c = a are scalane and have no mirror symmetry. Since the concept of chirality and mirror symmetry may also be applied to two dimensional objects, scalane triangles are considered to be chiral. In two dimensions, the role of a mirror plane in three dimensional objects is taken by a mirror axis. [2] . Here we define a measure for the chirality of a triangle χ as :
where a, b, c are the sides of the triangle, with the sense of rotation as defined in If triangles are classified according to Eqn. 1, and if we assign the largest element to a, the phase space of χ is reduced by a factor of 3, i.e. to one blue and one red segment. If we order the labels of the sides to e.g. (a ≥ b ≥ c) we loose the information on the absolute chirality and can display all 3-tuples in one, for this case red segment in Figure 2 .
Generalisation of Eqn.1 to any 3-tuple
The definition of χ (Eqn.1) also applies to the chiral classification of any three 
Which χ indicate a significant chirality
In an experiment (a, b, c) can be measured up to an error (∆a, ∆b, ∆c). This imposes an error in χ that has to be known if it shall be decided whether χ is significantly different from zero, i.e. whether a tuple (a, b, c) may be considered to be chiral. It has therefore to be studied the influence of an error (∆a, ∆b, ∆c) on χ .
In a scenario for equilateral triangles a = b = c with relative random errors This means for a triangle with χ ≥ 6 · 10 −5 , whose sides are measured with 10% accuracy that it is with a probability of 75% chiral, and with a probability of 25% achiral. 
